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Worship is the extraordinary door that ushers us into a journey of unthinkable proportions; a
passage from the zealous cacophony of youthful passion to the mellow strength of experience.
Worship is the portal that carries us from living to having lived; from the embryonic state of
being to the pursuit of all that we were born to become. God has, indeed, given women a
unique place in the universe; a position from which we can confront the paradoxes of our
emotional blueprint and live within the tension of birthing and dying. What a privilege it is to
be a woman. If we could embrace this incredible rite of passage, this remarkable journey into
distinction we would surely be fulfilled. Instead, for most of us, a clear and worthy perspective
of our purpose has been muddied by years of perplexing arguments that torment the limits of
value and worth. In one extreme we are diminished by those who portend rule over us and in
the other our very purpose is redefined to meet the irreligious, irreverent standards of a sensual
world. But no matter how some may judge our merit, God has endowed us with the ability to
connect with one another and experience the unanimity of sisterhood. Even if their experience
has not been our own, it is possible to unite our soul with theirs and sense the greater purpose
for which we were created. At the core of our being we are all romantics; the Bride in waiting.
Nevertheless beneath all the layers that are woman, we are worshipers, dreamers of a day
when we will know what it means to be truly and completely loved.
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Christian worship, it is necessary to look at the history of Jewish .. They taught, “A womans
voice is indecency” (Ber. 24a Several passages seem to indicate a continued observance of the
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had captured from Israel to serve his wife. With a cache of silver and gold, and preceded by a
kingly letter for safe passage, he “stood at the door” (2 Kgs. The God we proclaim and
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